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COMM E NT
A L etter from Paris
THE RENAULT - PEUGEOT ASSOCIATION

The motor industry is one sector where mergers have been anticipated for
years as a result of European integration. . Competition is fierce between the large
Common Market motor-car manufacturers and there is a large number of more or less
similar models, which in itself should lead to a certain degree of rationalisation of
production when a merger occurs. The various European installations of the American
giants, General Motors, Ford, and Chrysler have introduced a further important factor
into the equation because of the considerable impact of their parent firms. This has
encouraged the idea of large-scale European units, which would be better equipped than
at present to withstand transatlantic competition.
However, the Renault-Peugeot association, which was worked out with the
highest degree of secrecy and announced with the maximum publicity, is not exactly the
kind of concentration forecast by the majority of observers, because there is no question
of a merger. The term "association" is also inaccurate because it is used in the English
sense rather than in the French legal sense(which refers to a real partnership within
the same corporation): it merely implies a cooperation agreement between the two firms
and not the pooling of assets. This agreement could also be compared with the "ententes",
which were so popular before the war and which are somewhat suspect today, because
they had a tendency to cause abuses, resulting from a dominating position on the market,
and for that reason were kept secret . In this case everything is quite open and there is
no reason to believe that the agreement could give the two firms an unduly dominating ·
position on the European market . The situation would of course be altered if other car
firms joined this agreement. The promotors of the s·cheme have indicated that the pos sibility of other inakers joining in has not been ruled out: and not only French makers
but those from other member-.tountries as well. If this did occur·, a limit would have
to be set beyond which Article'86 of the Treaty of Rome would have to be consulted, with
the possible consequence of action by the Brussels authorities.
Cooperation with other European car-manufacturers has been a pet project of
Pierre Dreyfus, President of the Regie Nationale Renault, for quite some time. The
fact that the Volkswagen sales network in the United States has progressed faster than
his own firm's itself lends some weight to the idea. He. felt that a cooperation pact with
the German company would be mutually profitable, while Renault would benefit in part- . ··
icular from Volkswagen's experience in large scale foreign sales operations. However,
the negotiations did not come to anything because Volkswagen considered that most of the
advantages of such a deal would go to Renault.· Nevertheless, M. Dreyfus has not give!).
up the idea of cooperating with other manufacturers since, in his view, concentration is
essential for improving commercial efficiency under present day circumstances, where
even large second-line firms find it more and more difficult to keep up. Even when he
considered cooperating with a French firm he had to remember that Renault :s status as
a nationalized company - with little prospect of returning to private ownership - rules
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out the normal procedure of a merger pure and simple . Another more flexible formula
had to be found which would keep the financial independ�nce of the partners: and this
is what has been achieved with Peugeot. It remaws to be seen if this flexibility will
reduce the effectiveness expected by both sides.
It has been stated that Citroen was invited to take part in the deal but refused,
although it still retains its limited cooperation agreements with Peugeot. These agreements are quite different from the present one and refer to joint purchase and manufacture of specific parts (sparking-plugs, batteries etc) so there are none of the atten dant problems which will inevitably arise out of the Renault-Peugeot agreement.
Citroen's reasons for refusing to join in at the moment are fairly obvious:
1) An agreement for large-scale cooperation between twq or more firms - of
the kind just signed by Peugeot and Renault - is, according to Citroen, pointless unless
it is a kind of "trial marriage" which should lead to a complete merger. In that case
the concessions made by one firm to the other (or others) are made between future
partners in the interests of rationalisation and do not raise any questions of valuation
and compensation, since the assets of the associated companies wi 11 eventually be
pooled. Otherwise - when the "trial marriage" merely Qecomes a permanent liaison
- there is the ever-present problem of deciding which firm is to give way. And, even
when that is settled, some means has to be found to decide what compensation is to be
offered in return.
We are skating on.very thin ice: it is not enough to announce beforehand that
it is your firm intent to achieve such cooperation .., it must both look feasible and follow
from a given situation existing in both parties. If for e�mple the two makers are eacli
producing competing models of different engine capacities in different areas, one of th�m.
better placed in one of the areas and vice versa in the other, then one can easily picture
them .indulging in some "give and take with each suppressing its model in the area
where it is weakest. But we should not let Renault's anticip�tion of an "overall agree
ment lead us to believe that such a well-balanced situation is, in fact, bound to arise.
ObYiously things would be very different if the parties concerned were two _;factories
belonging to the same company - or due to amalgamate in the nea:i:- future - since possible sacrifices by one of these would be largely made up, through pooling of costs,
by the better results achieved by the other. However, th�re is no question of admitting ·
the principle qf amalgamation in a nationalised industr.y.
11,

II

2) If partners make light of these considerations, then th,ere is a distinct
danger either of their arriving at a mere "platonic'' and ineffectual "declaration of
intent", or of one of them being eclipsed by the other. Given Renault's "inbuilt"
State backing, this way of looking at it woµld make Peugeot's stepping down seem inev
itable in any concrete case of confliGting interests.
· 3) The Renault-Peugeot agreements could lead to their cooperation in researcq
and development, whereas Citroen's activities in this field have always been its strong
point, enabling it to launch many innovations on the market: even before the war it.had Opera Mundi - Europe No 354
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introduced front.-wheel drive, the DS type and the "rotary" engine, the exclusive rights
for which it obtained from NSU, etc. It would have been difficult for it to share these
systematically with any other �rench concern, just as it wot,1ld be difficult to pursue any
such developments in the future as a joint venture .
4) Styling: Even in a vast, unified, multi-departmental concern like General
Motors, each division enjoys a considerable degree of ·autonomy when it comes to
evolving its own particular type of body-styling: during the development stage at least
this remains a secret closely guarded from other divisions. Thus it is a near �mpos.,.
sibility to formulate more liberal rules for styling when it comes to an independant firm ,.
no matter how cordial the relationship between it and the others.
5) Cooperation in advertising would achieve absolutely nothing, for even the
most closely-unified firms more often than not run completely separate campaigns,for
their various brands . This remains true of all industries: thus Procter and Gamble
and Unileyer b.ave accounts with different . agencies for the promotion of their various
detergents, so that their agents can work undividedly for the success of the products,
as if they were really in competition. This again holds true for marketing campaigns,
in that advertising agencies are now concentrating more and more on marketing.
General Motors again gives the model for this. So, if the advertising function, to be
effective, is farmed out into separate compartments ;in this way, even in the large
unified companies, then it is difficult to imagine it being coordinated by two or three
firms whose assets remain separate.
6) Of course the possibility remains of pooling activities in a limited sort
of way, for example in facilities for buying and fabricating the sort of basic materials
that are in all ways the same for. competing factories, and which are not in any way
subject to secrecy. This, indeed, is the basis of Citroen's existing cooperation with
Peugeot. There are numerous precedents for this limited sort of joint procurement
agreement: covenants between competing publishers for tne joint purchase of paper
at the best obtainable prices; central buying a�encies working for different industries,
and so on. Amongst those limited agreements, which have already proved their
worth, can be classed Renault's and Peugeot's joint assembly line in Canada. There
is no proof, however, if we follow the argument to its logical conclusion, than an overall
agreement would do anything to enlarge the scope for finding such bases for cooperation
as these.
. 7) At the same time as it stresses the need for both parties to keep their
sales networks in France separate, the Renault-Peugeot agreement anticipates their
mutual support in overseas sales. This is fair enough, if one is considering the
pooling of two mediocre organisations, but should it be alloweq to pass before they
have abandoned all hope of ensuring, in at least one part of the world, a command of
the market such as Volkswagen enjoys in the USA? One of the reasons why the German
firm was unwilling to cooperate with Renault is known to be its reluctance to share its
position on the American market with the French concern.
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8) One of the main advantages to be gained by the formation of large inc;lus
trial combines is financial: it enables the comp�ny to enlarge its assets, and thus to
improve its credit and ease investment, as much in its sc9pe as in the conditions
under which it can be carried out. This, however, only applies to complete nierge:i;s: .
it offers no solutions in a case such as that of Renault and Peugeot, where the a:gree ment safeguards both companies ' financial autonomy ,
It is clear that any firm which might decide to jQin the alliance will weigh
up the pros and cons of its invplvement in the "open" agreement in t];le light pf such
considerations as we have outlined, and will als.o pay close attentiqn to the results
obtained by the present partners . It is, however, early days yet, perhaps, with the
ties between the partners still so loose, to aqd together the 1,1.umber of vehicles they
produce and consider them - as people hc1,ve been, lately - as a single figure on a
par with Fiat and as the second la:i;gest European manufac;turer after Volkswagen.
Logically the second place still belongs to BMC.
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THE WEEK IN THE COMMUNITY
April 18-24, 1966
From Our Correspondents in Brussels and Luxembourg
*

*

*

Agriculture : Fair Shares For All
The EEC Ministers of Agriculture met on April 21 in Brussels and contin
ued to prepare the way for the major European session �t the begi1¥1ing of May when,
at least in theory,some decision should be taken. However .,this clearance of the
technical. ground has been of limited use, especially since the appearance of a further
complication: M. Sicco Mansholt, the mainspring of the agricultural policy, has be�J:l
or-trered to rest for two months following an attack of p�ritonitis. With Professor
Hallstein also out of action until at least the beginning of May because of a lung in
fection, the Six will thus be deprived of valuable help in this diffi'cult period.
The meeting on April 21 confirmed that an agreement on the agricultural
finance regulation will mainly depend on material considerations. From a political
point of view, everyone feels that agreement is both necessary and urgent. However,
beyond that, each one wants his share of the cake. The balance can be achieved by
juggling either with Common Market prices or with the common organization of the
agricultural markets. The latest meeting of the Agricultural Ministers dealt with
the second .possibility, or, to be more exact, with the regulations onrsugar, fats and
oils, and firuit and vegetables. It was clear that Italy in particular was determined
to extract the maximum benefit from the European agricultural agreement. It is
worth keeping in mind that in the past, during :several critical negotiations, it was
the Italian representatives who took over at the last moment. M. Edgar Faure is
probably being far-sighted because he has been reasonably sympathetic to the demands
of his Italian colleague, Sig. Restivo.
Sig. Restivo launched an attack on all three main fronts. . And in the case
of fats and oils, he gained his first advantage: the 20, 000 tons of oil that Italy ex
tracts every year from grape-seeds will be protected by FEOGA for a time at least.
The Council also confirmed the working principle according to which the common
market organisation and the European price, in fact, FEOGA support, should oper
ate for olive -oil from November 1, 1966. The amount of this support is yet to be
settled. This is a question of paramount importance, not only for Italian producers,
but also for �e Italian government, which will have then to abolish the extremely
heavy taxation on other types of oil .
In the case of fruit q.nd vegetables, for which the principle of Community
financial responsibility is admitted, Italy fought vigorously to liave the Commission's
proposals a:ccepted. The other members were more reserved on this point·. They
feel that if fruit and vegetables were to have a system as generous and automatic as
the one for grain and dairy produce, wholesale productive chaos would ensue, because
Opera Mundi - Europe No 354
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of the considerable degree of elasticity inherent in this industry. FEOGA would be
placed at the mercy of the producers. To avoid this situation some of FEOGA 's
responsibilities should be transferred to these producers as far as market support
is concerned, on the understanding that producers should be encouraged to form them
selves into groups in order to achieve a degree of control over their own output.
The two sides are therefore still some way apart. From an accounting point of
view this variance represents very large sums of money.
If Sig. Restivo gives way in this 1sector he may gain ·some compensation
in the sugar sector, despite the fierce opposition to his demands on the part of the
Belgians. The Belgian Minister, M. Heger, is - quite logically - convinced that
the Community's· financial responsibility cannot be limited for sugar when there is
no limit for grain and dairy produce . Of course the principle of "unlimited res
ponsibility" would mean lowering the prices e1i�isag-ed hy ·the Commission, othe·r-.
y.rise there would be a .production explosion in the better equipped enterprises, that
is, in Belgium and France. On the other hand lower prices would mean disaster,
for German and Italian producers. This is why the German and Italian governments
are seeking a quota· system for the production to which FEOGA gives support, which
would ensure the survival of practically every existing factory.
The Commission has already taken an important step in this direction.
In this discussion Sig. Restivo is less isolated than M. Heger. In addition M. Faure
is trying to find a compromise solution. The basic idea is that the quota system
could be accepted for a certain period, during which the marginal firms should adapt
themselves or be reconverted to other activities. Also it should be understood that
the expected increase in Community consumption of sugar should mainly, if not en
tirely, benefit the most efficient firms. Finally, there should be a reasonable price
policy so. as to avoid the formation of a more or less automatic production surplus.
It remains to be seen how these reasonable prices can be reconciled with maintain
ing, even temporarily, Italian and German production. In the meantime agreement
is a long way off and the sugar problem could prove extremely difficult if M. Heger
sticks to his guns.
*

*

*

Economic Growth: The Commission Rings the Alarm Bell
The latest quarterly report on, the economic situation of the Community,
which has just been published by the Commission, containsr a new and very clear
warning to the Six on the dangers of inflation. This document does not hesitate to
say, fn sumrning'.l;lp)ts analysis of the outlook for 1966, that if adequate measures are
not taken, "There will be a spiral effect inside the Community, - a chain reaction
from country to country, of costs and prices - which could lead to widespread in
flation within the Community, followed by recession". However, the writers of the
report immediately add that, "On the other hand, if internal unbalances can be elim
inated, costs and prices stabilised r there is no shadow of doubt, that the long term
Opera Mundi - Europe No 354
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outlook for the Community, will be a period of vigorous and well -balanced economic
expansion".
This somewhat equivocal forecast is based on the following points. First
ly, for several months now, a slight acceleration of economic growth throughout the
Community has been apparent, and it is expected that this will quicken, so much so
that the increase in the Community's gross product should reach the target figure
of 4 .5%. These past and future developments can be explained by the following
factors:
(1) A vigorous growth in external demand, especially from the USA and the devel · oping
countries (an 11% increase in value compared with last year).
°
(2) A slightly quicker growth in internal demand, partly due to increased expansion,
in investment, in the shape of stocks, but even more to private spending.
(3) A slightly quickened :growth of internal output, as industrial production went
up by 1.5% between the third and fourth quarters of 1965.
On the other hand, price rises accelerated during the last months of 1965,
and even more so at the beginning of 1966. It is true that this was due to "outside"
factors (increases in indirect taxes, in rents and customs duties), or exceptional
factors (climatic conditions), and that the tendencies which normally lead to cost
and price increases do not appear to have changed greatly. But these tendencies
are already alarming enough, and it is doubtful whether they will become less so
during the next few months. Although a relative increase in available supplies in
sor1e member countries can be discounted, it seems that the growth in costs will
remain an active factor in price rises.
Working from tµis basis and strengthened by the suppo.rt of the EEC's
economic policy committee, the Commission therefore again stresses that, "the
first aim of the governments must be to maintain price and cost stability". The
Commission goes on to add, "It has appeared that the slowing down in the expansion of demand and economic growth, to the degxee wlii'cfuo:o:curred in 1964 and 1965,
was not sufficient to prevent increases in unit costs". It will therefore be necessary
to have, "a true incomes policy....... and the main aim of this policy should be the
stabilisation of wages per unit prodµced. If this stabilisation is not achieved, a
situation could soon arise, "in which it would be necessary to use "classical" met
hods of economic control, and with such toughness that economic growth and em
ployment wpuld be seriously affected; otherwise more or less open inflation will
ensue;,, ending in a recession or in prolonged stagnation.
The Commission grows more categorical. stating that: "In fact, it is now
absolutely vital for the members of the Community to eliminate cost or demand
inflation. Because of ever-closer economic integation, it is only necessary for one
or two of the more important member-countries to allow internal inflationary pres sures for all the others to be affected"
The danger is even greater because the
lack of synchronisation in economic trends which used to exist between member
countries and which had certain advantages from the �tabilisation stand-point, is
•
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now much less apparent. In any case, "it is no longer sufficient to allow stabil
ising factors to produce their full effect on costs and prices in one member country
alone;, economic trends in its partners would indµce a premature inflationery pres
sure, while prices were still tending to rise.
After all, this is not a theoretical danger - far from it - and the Commission writes, "This is the danger which the Community could have to face in the near
future, either towards the endi of 1966 or in 1967, if it is found impossible to control
renewed expansion in Italy and France, and to prevent fairly quickly the rise in costs
and prices in the other member countries. This danger is all the more serious as
it seems that the action of external factors on the Community is not having a stab
ilising effect, but, for the present at least, rather the opposite".

*

*

*

The Departure of Mr John W. Tuthill
Ambassador John W. Tuthill, head of the American mission to the EEC,
has just been appointed United States ambassador to Brazil by President Johnson.
According to American commentators, the appointment is justified not only by Mr
Tuthill's diplomatic and economic ability, but also by Washington's eagerness to
lay down a firm Latin-American policy, in wntch the Rio de Janeiro post will have
an important part to play.
Since no successor to Mr Tuthill in Brussels has yet been named, the
question immediately arises whether this sudden transfer does not indicate that the
USA is becoming less favourably disposed towards the development of Europe. The
State Department has wasted no time in clarifying the issue: its spokesman has
said that it continues to watch with the keenest interest the development of the EEC,
as well as that of an Atlantic partnership, whose main cornerstone will be the Kennedy Round.
In Brussels, and particularly at the EEC Commission, �hose spokesman
·made a tribute to the personality and work of the departing ambassador, it is hoped
that the State Department's assurances will be made good with the nomiIJ.ation of
a first-class man to the head of the American mission. Until now, the post has
been held successively by Mr Butterworth and Mr. Tuthill, both of whom were "am
bassadors by profession", which is a definition not hastily-bestowed in the American
diplomatic corps: they were both, too, supporters of the European idea. One there
fore hopes that this tradition will continue, especially now that relations between
Europe and the USA are going through a phase that could prove to be difficult.
*
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ECSC
Steel in Urgent Need of Reorganization
The returns of new orders for laminated products filed by the Community's
steel-works reached a new record during the first quarter of 1966: they were a
long way ahead of the results shown for the corresponding period last year but only
slightly above those of the first three months of 1964. The greatest progress was
in Italy where the decline of steel so apparent in 1964 and the first half of 1965 has
now been reversed : since the second quariter of 1965 there �as been a strong re
covery and estimated consumption of steel rose in 1965 from 13 to 15% in relation
to the previous year . France has also shown a certain degree of improvement and
the French steel-processing industry shows a slight recovery since the last quarter
of 1965 . At the same time the steel industry has tuned steel production to trends
in actual consumption; this has considerably reduced the level of steel stocks which
had been �olding down the French market.
In West Germany producers have also shown willing and reduced prod
uction. Consequently they have avoided the return of stock-piling which tends to
depress prices. However in Germany the steel processing industry has slowecl
down so much that home steel-consumption has not moved since the beginning of
the year.
The situation is more or less similar in Benelux, except for the Netherlands, where consumption is still rising by from 3 to 4% .
For the Community as a whole new orders for steel sheets were as follows
du�ing the past few months: (in 1000 tons)

Orders From

March 1966
February 1966
January 1966
December 1965

The EEC

Other Cmmtries

Total

4,775
4,247
4,558
4,382

1,044
997
�' 184
i,177

5,819
5,244
5,742
5,559

The significant element in recent trends in sales of steel compared with
last year is the stagnation or even the falling-off of orders from non-member
countries (last year-the world steel market received a boost from the threat of a
strike in the American steel industry) while orders from within the Market are
increasing at a comparatively high rate . At the same time, despite record sales
which may or may not continue in the coming montl).s, the state of the Community's
steel industry as a whole gives little cause for rejoicing. Production of crude
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steel in the first quarter of this year was O. 7% lower than in the corresponding
period of 1965 as can be seen from the following table {in 1,O�lO metric tons):
Germany France Italy Netherlands Belgium Luxembourg EEC

1966
1965
% Difference

9,146
9,578
-4 .5

5,090 3,201
5,081 2,926
+0.2 +9 .4

812
774
+4.9

2,i68,
2,254
+0.6

1,103
1,150
-4.1

21,620
21,763
-0.7

An effort to adapt production to real needs is therefore particularly evi
dent in Germany and the Netherlands, followed by France and Belgium . This re duction in production is allied to a considerable increase in the Community's pro
ductive capacity.which reached some 100 million tons of crude steel in 1965, an
increase of 8 million tons (including almost 3 million tons in Italy) over 1964 . So
the utilization rate of productive capacity which stood at 90% in 1964 fell to below
86% in 1965 and will go even lower this year .
This problem of excess productive capacity for steel arises not only with
in the EEC but throughout the world, and will be the biggest head-ache for the steel
industry in the years to come. At world level, estimated steel consumption rose
from about 275 million tons in 1955 to around 460 million tons in 1965, but during
the same period productive capacity for crude steel rose from 285 million to a
round 515 million tons. The High Authority experts consider that this capacity
will increase between now and 1970 at the high rate of 4% per annum and that the
growth rate will be much higher in the smaller steel-produ�ing countries of the west
and'in countries which normally import steel, while a slower rate of growth is ex
pected in the major steel producing countries : the EEC, Britain, Japan an.d the Uni
ted States.
For 1970 world resirnrces of crude steel are e$timated at about 620 million
tons and the experts consider it unlikely that world consumption of steel can attain
a growth rate capable of absorbing this surplllS capacity. This will bring stiffer
competition in the world market. Also many countries which normally import steel
will start selling it: and the Common Market countries which normally supply steel
will see their international markets reduced .
Low Prices and Worsening Financial Position of the Steel Companies
This stronger competition has obvious repercussions on prices inside the
EEC and on the world market. Of course the efforts made by producers themselves
to relate production to demand has, over the past four months, steadied the lowest
price levels in the EEC,hut they are still near enough to the 1963 level, then consid
ered insufficient. At the same time increased sales on the world market during
the first nine months of last year did nothing to improve prices: in fact prices drop
ped by an average 10 dollars per ton from the level at the beginning of 1965. No
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improvement could be seen until the beginning of 1966 . However, export prices
for most sheet-steel products are still way below those of the previous year and
they will undoubtedly fall again if supplies from within the Community continue to
increase.
Below is the increase in export prices for the main sheet products - in
dollars per ton - F .0 .B. Antwerp.

Steel bars for reinforced concrete
Wholesale rolled steel
Girders
Machined wire
Strip-steel
Heavy plates
Hot rolled thin sheets
Cold rolled thin sheets

January 1965

January 1966

80-81
91-93
84-86
89-92
92-95
98-99
108
109

74-76
82-86
74-77
78-83
80-84
83-86
100
103-106

Finally, it is worth pointing out, that if the g-eneral level of the Community's
lowest barometer prices has hardened slightly over the last few months, the volume
of sales at the lower scale of prices charg-ed by non-member countries has gone up
by as much. The result has been a worsening of the financial position of the Community's steel concerns. In its 14th General Report, tµe High Authority states on
this point that "the repercussions of the fall in receipts, which has grown more
marked throughout the year (1965) have been different acco;rding to the position of
the concern and the structure of its outlets. The revenue from deliveries to nonmember countries has diminished, more than that from internal deliveries within
the Community, (and) it seems that amongst the coastal steel plants, those who are
mainly exporters have suffered most from this recession; but because of thei r
greater advantag-es in supplies of fuel and ore from over$eas these coastal plants
should have a lower break-even price than inland plants".
"Generally, it has not been possible to compensate for the reduction in
receipts by reducing the break-even price. In fact, there have been a few cases
of increases in costs, due mainly to price rises for Community blast furnace, coke"
It is also the reason why all the member countries' producers, who are normally
supplied with Community coke.; are complaining about the discrimination t4�y are
suffering, compared with producers who use coke imported from non-member coun,
tries, and therefore cheaper. It is one of the most urg-ent problems to be resolvec:l
within the frame-work of the efforts, now being made by the High Authority and the
governments of the member countries, in an attempt to work out a Community coal
policy. However, as we have already seen (in last week's issue), the first meet
ings of the Council of Ministers' ad hoc "Coal Policy" Committee have not been
exactly encouraging on this pod.Iit.
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The Outlook for the future and adaptations which must be made
The High Authority's experts, after long preparations made in close co
opeiTation with all. interested parties (economic, trade union, and governmental) hav�
drawn up a new plan, "General Aims-Steel" for the year 1970. By that date, they
estimate the Community's internal steel requirements will be around 86 million tons
of crude steel, which:·is equal to an annual rate of increase of 3 .6% to 4% between
1965 and 1970 ,. compared with an annual average of 4.3% between 1960 and 1965.
The decline will therefore be noticeable, but the development will be very different
from country to country, as is shown in the table below:
Internal EEC Crude Steel Requirements
(In millions of tons : index - 100 in 1960)
W. Germany
Benelex
France
Italy
Nethe:rlands

'

1965
35.0.
4.3
16.8
13.0
3.1

1970
39.3
4.6
21.0
17.0
4.1

1965
121
127
120
134
109

1970
136
135
150
175
139

In 1970, net steel exports to non-member countries should be only about
9 million tons of crude steel; total production requirements will therefore be about
95 million equivalent tons of crude steel.
With the development of competition on the world steel market, already
mentioned, it will be necessary for the Community's steel industry to· rriake an in
creased effort, so as to improve its competitive position by reforming its structures,
and by the increased use of technical advances.
This raises the question as to what is the best size of productive capacity
and of individual concerns, as well as their best location. For several years past,
the Community's steel plants have been making steps in this direction, either by
mergers, by specialisation and order-sharing agreements,
by the joint creation
of new plants, or by the construction of new plants, located where they can take ad
vantage of imported raw materials. The High Authority's experts think that such
measures must be stepped up and increased. Until now they have been mainly taken
by already large steel concerns, but now these measures must be taken by small
and medium size concerns, as many of them would be unable to use �he most modern
production equipment, with its production capacities far beyond old ·equipment, and
whose purchase is often beyond their financial means. In its General. Aims for 1970,.
the High Authority proposes to make a special study of this problem, and to prepare
suggestions and recommendation� with a view to solving it.
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S TUD I ES A ND T REND S
THE IMPORTANCE OF PATENTS TO BUSINESS DECISIONS
ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND INVESTMENT
by Peter von Siemens, .
deputy chairman of SIEMENS-SCHUCKERTWERKE AG, (Munich)
B oth �he reason and justification for the �xistence of a patent system are
primarily the economic advantages it entails. This does not
that the patellt
system can be judged solely from the aspect of economic net gai!l. The advantage
of a patent system to the research and development worf c�rried oµt by a compa,ny
cannot be determined exactly, and in this the :d.ifficult�es are akin to those met in
assessing the true worth of advertising. Advertising a$ well as research and de
velopment as such, and the protection afforded them under the patent system can
not be viewed only as a matter of accounting. In the same manner as research
and �development as well as advertising, the pate:q.t system constitutes an important
factor in company policy, albeit an indirect one, in that the patent system is one of
the essential preconditions to the large and growing scope of research and development.

mean

It should be realized that a noteworthy change has taken place in the prac ,..
tical meaning of a patent system. It is based on the fact that in contrast to former
times, technical development is no longer a result of the inventor's intuition, but
mainly of i11dustrial research carried out systematically. The era of the individual
inventor belongs to the past and fundamental inventions are nowadays often the re sult of teamwork and usually require sizeable investments. More than 80% of the
patents in Germany are not granted to 41.dividuals but to companies, who provide the
very considerable funds required for research and �evelopment work. A condition
for such investments is the likelihood of an appropr�ate return. Patei::it :protection
exists for this express purpose.
It is only just and logical that the company which bears the risk involved
in new developments should also be entitled to have protection for the inventions
that result, in the form of an exclusive right as represented by a patent. This
does not mean that the individual inventor can be ignored. On the contrary; in
West Germany his rights are to a remarkable degree protected by the law on em ployees' inventions. In every case, the inventor shares ;in the economic gain
which the right of exclusivity grants the company.
In order to evaluate properly and objectively the exclusive right inherent
in a patent, it should be kept in mind that this right can no longer be used in a neg
ative, monopolistic sense owing to anti-trust legislation. This statement will no
doubt raise some scepticism, but I would like to give a pertinent example from
Siemens: Although it holds no fewer than 6000 patents, it has �ot conducted a
single suit for patent infringement over tq.e last five years where it has insisted on
its right to forbid the use. of a patent. In all cases it was prepared to grant the
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users of patents involved licence rights at reasonable terms appropriate to its dev
elopment· costs on the particular product.
What, then, is the actual importance of a patent system to business dec
isions and investments in international trade? Apart from man's natur:al aspiration
toward technical progress, economic competition is the chief determinant of further
scientific and technical development. Research and development work usually ex
tends over a period of years and involves appreciable financial risk. . For those
who are responsible for investments, it is also important that the results of such .
research and development should be safeguarded for a reasonable period by patenb:i,
to offset the outlay and the economic risk which the company involved has to bear ..
The results are thus not freely available to competitors who are not prepared to
make the outlay or pay an equivalent licence fee. .The decision to carry out research
and development work is not so dependent on the existence of a patent system that
it would not be made in the absence of such safeguards; but the initiative to perform
such work is no doubt given a tremenc{ous boost by a patent system.
This does not mean �hat in weighing up the risks of a new research and
development programme, the protection granted under patent law is in every case
foremost in one's mind. Since most of the industrialized countries have a patent
system, there is no need._to remind oneself constantly that the risk involved in re search and development is considerably reduced by the patent system� when it is
precisely the patent law itself which makes it possible to bear a considerable part
of ,the risk.
'I

If the protection afforded under the patent system is. taken too much for
granted, there is a risk that its significance might not be fully appreciated, that in
turn might give rise to the misconception that the patent system wo;rks chiefly to
one's disadvantage. It should therefore be emphasized that industrial research and
development are very much dependent on the existence of a patent ·system. If there
were no protection by patents, it would be much too risky even for big companies
to conduct research and development work at the level it has reached, thanks to the
existing system. The danger of thi'td parties exploiting the results of research
without any effort of their own, and thus obtaining unfair competitive and economic
advantages would call for clandestine activities . But since complete secrecy would
not be attainable, this would be no substitute for patent protection, and the result
would inevitably be a decline in research and development owing to the absence of
patent protection. Formerly, the patent served as a stimulus to try one's hand at
inventing something, whereas today it is also one of the basic prerequisites for the
constantly growing investments in research and development. This by no means
stems solely from an illusion on the part of the companies that patent protection
creates a sufficient headstart to outdistance competitors, but is due rather to the
desire not to support competing companies by making freely available to them the
results of one's own efforts in research and development, and, in addition, saving
them the considerable outlay necessary.
, .,.,

1
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Like other investments, resea ch and development work would certainly
continue even if there were no patent pr tection, as competition would force the com
panies to conduct such work. However, investments would be made much more
hesitantly and by no means on the same. cale as under a patent system. Moreover,
as already pointed out,c research and de elopment would be carried on under a veil
of secrecy. This would remove the pos "tive stimulus that the publication of patentecl
inventions affords to third parties, and ould incur such negative results as "retar
dation of progress, industrial espionage reduction in the number of scientific papers
'
published etc.
Patents are not only of import ce to decisions on research and development, but also to decisions on sales.
the export of products developed at considerable cost, it is essential that the i porting country should have patent laws to
prevent the product exported to that co try from being copied. Consequently, the
prime consideration here is that, .in the first instance, the patent-holder himself
derives a profit from his efforts and the outlay of funds, thereby benefitting from the
advantage which he has gained over his ompetitprs.
When it comes to overseas in estments, particularly those involving the
latest technical products , an additional onsideration is whether or not the country
in question provides patent protection. In deciding on investments, it is by no means
immaterial whether third parties can co y an article without having to face legal action
in consequence, and without having had o bear.the very considerable research and
development costs in the first place.
In many instances, the develo
the foreign patent holder not only impo
patent himself, furnishing the necessar
venture for the manufacture of these pr
eration for the developing countries is t
and employment of native personnel, an

ing countries prefer·an arrangement whereby
s the product patented, but also exploits the
know-how as well, or enters into .a joint
ducts. In this connection, a major consid
e use of indigenous materials, the training
the resultant savings in foreign exchange .

It is a condition precedent to ·
that there must be patent protection for
on making investments in such countrie
encouraged by the fact that the countrie
tioned earlier, this is even more the ca
equipment is involved.

vestments in the developing countries
he patent holder. The managerial decisions
are at least facilitated, if not positively
concerned observe patent laws. As mene if manufacture of the latest technical

The ris·k foreign companies a eady face in developing co.untries with regard
to investments is greater if there is no atent protection, for this means that a com petitor may manufacture and distribute he same product by using somebody else's
invention. On the other hand, the deve oping countries themselves should bear in
mind that if they do afford patent protec ion l they will be the first to benefit economically from the investments made by fo eigri companies.
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on .a corresponding scale to the medium latter two categories, it is of special im
specialist fields, they benefit from paten
and that the economic risk is thus reduc

4.

ply not only to the major companies, but
ize and small companies as well. For the
ortance that, in their generally smaller,
-law protectioµ with regard to third parties,

The view that the medium -size and $mall companies are being smothered
by the great number of patents in the han s of big business enterprises and that the.
former two lose more than they gain fro the patent system is based on false reason ing. If anything the small and medium ompanies naturally do not carry on research
and development activities to the extent ractised by the financially stronger firms,
with the obvious result that they have co paratively fewer inventions t<l-show for it.
But this does not mean that the· patent sy tern militates against their competitive
ability. On the contrary, experience sh ws that small companies profit to a con siderable extent from the economic and t chnical progress of the large companies,
and indeed are frequently at an advantag owing to their small internal outlay.
It should not be forgotten that t e information disseminated under the patent
system benefits all competitors and that he wealth of scientific publications - which
is accessible to all interest - is only pos ible as a result of patent protection. There
is no need to explain the importance atta hed to publications from the viewpoint of
managerial decision -making.
Lastly, there is the significan e the patent system has for capital transfers.
Everyone of those cases where affiliated companies abroad receive economic worth
in the form of patent rights made availab e to them. In such cases the parent com pany is usually paid royalties from its fo eign affiliates, thereby p_rofiting directly
from the economic success of its affiliat s. However, this practice requires the
actual existence of patent rights; it aga · serves to.illustrate tlie major importanc(;? ·
that patent rights also have in the frame ork of management policy.
. When speaking on the existing atent systems, it should be made clear
that the decisive concept underlying all t ese considerations is that the patents under
discussion are examined patents, that is to say patents that actually satisfy the require
ments regarding novelty, level of inventi n, and engineering progress. For this
reason the efforts being made at present in the-direction of modifying the ruies of
procedure in the patent -examining count· ies should be viewed with considerable
concern. One must hope that the respo sible authorities will succeed in maintainin,g
the present patent systems without mak· g'drastic changes in the rules of :procedure,
since in the long run only an examined p tent has any bearing on a compant's policy
decisions, and since an examined patent lso offers the guarantee, that no compet itive restraints are placed on other com anies beyond the scope c1,�tually covered by
the patented invention. For these reas s, the examination as to whether a patent
should be granted should be carried out t the earliest possible stage and should by
no means be dropped.
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I ADVERTISING I

**

The New York advertising
CO (see No 332) has strengthened its Benel
GARD EUROPE managed by Mr T ,0. Simp
INTERGARDNER HOLLAND NV
In Britain ,the American company is repres
in Italy by PUBLICIS, GARDNER, BUTLER

nd marketing agency GARDNER ADVERTISING
interests by forming a Br1,1ssels branch, INTER.,
on.
as recently formed,50 ::50 with BAUDUIN:NV ,_ ....
nted by Bl,JTLER & GARDNER LTD, London and
& STIP SpA, Milan.

I BUILDING & CIVIL ENGINEERING I

**

NV BOUWBEDRIJF NOORL ND, the Hague (civil engineering and the building
materials trade - capital Fl 450,000) has ened a West German branch at Neuss.

**

The Italian civU engineeri g firm IMPRESIT GIROLA LODIGIANI (IMPREGICO)
SpA, Milan (see No 54) which carries out ajar operations, both at home and abroad, has
formed a Turkish subsidiary in Ankara un er its own name . This will be managed l?y Sig.
M. Baldassarrini and G. Lazzarino.
The Italian company whose main contracts have been in the Middle East and Africa,
was formed a few years ago by an agreem nt between Ilv,lPRESIT-IMPRESE ITALIANE ALI./
ESTERO SpA (a member of the Fiat glt'OUp - see infra;�) and the Milanese dvH engineering
firms IMPRESA UMBERTO GIROLA SpA (s. e No 263) and IMPRES,A ING LODIGLJANI SpA
(see No 254).

**

Two major French indust ial concern� CGE -'CIE GENERALE D'ELECTRICIT�
SA (electrical engineering; see No p43) a d STE GENERALE D'ENTREPRISES SA (see No
351: civil engineering) are centralising th ir building and civil enginee:i;ing business ,which �
1965 represented a turnover of about Ff 1,000 million;. CGE is to becm;ne the majority share
holder in Generale d'Entreprises which is owned 21.86% by SOFINA-STE FIN,ANCIERE DE
TRANSPORTS & D'ENTREPRISES INDUST !ELLES S,4'\, Bnissels (see No 343) whichlias links
with STE GENERALE DE BELGIQUE SA. In return CGE is cont:,:-ibuting its 62% holding in
CIE GENERALE D'ENTREPRISES ELECT IQUES SA, Paris (capital Ff 14,400,000) which
owns 35% in the paper engineering firm C GECEL SA, Paris (see No 318). 52% in LA SOU
DOURE EXOTHERME SA, Levallois -Perr
Hauts-de-Seine with a factory at Belle garde,
Ain (see No 327); 99% in L'ELEC;t'RO-SO URE SA, Villeurbamie, Rhone; and 95.8% in
ETS DALHAS CGE 's principal foreign sub idiaries are·INTERNATIONALE GES Fl]ER ENER.,.
GIE & UNTERNEHMUNGEN mbH, Frankf rt (see No 234) and STE ALGERIENNE:OE CHAUD
RONNERIE & DE MONTAGE, CIE CHERI JENNE O'ENTREPRISES ELECTRIQUES and STE
TUNISIENNE D'ENTREPRISES.
Ste Generale d'Entreprises for ed by the "Oiros :Loucheur" group also has a large
number of shareholdings including 9.4% i KLEBER-COLOMBES SA, Colombes, Hauts-de
Seine (see No 343); 4.J% 41 ETS NEYRPI SA, Grenoble (see No 3.07); 48.1% in ENTREPRISE
DESCHIRON SA, Bagneux, Valecle-Marne; and abroad STE GENERALE D'ENTREPRISES
ALGERIE and EMPRESA DE CONSTRUCC ONES GENERALES SA, Me�ico.

r,,
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**

The Spanish tourist agency nd property development company SANTA AGATB.A.
SA, Calleta de Palafrugel, Gerona (presiden Sen. R.P. Fabregas) has opened a French branch
at Perpignan, Pyrenees Orientales.

**

DE GROOT'S HOUTBOUW
, Vroomshoop, Netherlands (prefabricated buildings) has set up a subsidiary in Dortmund, DE GROOT MONTAGEBAU GmbH (capital DM
100,000; managers Messrs G. Veldhuis, V omshoop, and W. Danco, Dortmund).

**

Five civil engineering and anufacturing companies from West Germany, Italy
and Greece have each taken an equal share 20%) in the formation of HYDRAMAG-STE D'ETUDE�
& DE TRAVAUX HYDRAULIQUES D'AMEN GEMENTS AGRICOLES SA, Luxembourg (initial
capital F Lux 250,000). The companies ar : 1) HELDE & FRANKE BAU AG, Munich (see No
285) whose main shareholders are the Basle holding company MONSABERT GmbH (representing
the interest of Herr H. Noris) and BAYERIS HE HYPOTHEKEN & WECHSEL BANK AG, Munich;
2) KSG - KLEIN, SCHANZLIN & BECKER G, Frankenthal, Pfalz (see No 345) pump and com
pressor specialists; 3) IMPRESIT - IMPR SE ITALIANE ALL'ESTERO SpA, Milan, a financial
subsidiary of FIAT SpA, Turin; 4) !TALC NSULT - STA GENERALE PER PROGETTA:ZIONI
CONSULENZE & PARTECIPAZIONIS SpA, ome (see No 259) who includes MONTECATINI
EDISON SpA, FINMECCANICA SpA and ITA CEMENT! SpA amongst its shareholders; 5)
ALIAKMON SA, Athens.

**

HOOKER CHEMICAL COR , New York is forming a Brussels subsidiary
HOOKER CHEMICAL SA (capital Bf 500,000 to sup�rvise its manufacturing and sales opera
tions in Belgium. The new company (presi ent Mr Thomas F. WiHers) will be directed by
Mr Raymond M. Smith. The group alread has a branch in Belgium of its foreign Divisiop..
HOOKER CHEMICAL INTERNATIONAL L , Wilmington, Delaware (see No 347).

**

1

DOW CORNING CORP (sili ones, derivatives of silicon, disulphide of molyb-.
denum etc), a joint subsidiary of DOW CHE ICAL CO, Midland, Michigan (see No 339) and
CORNING GLASS WORKS CO, Corning, Ne York (see No 338), has formed a manufacturing
and sales subsidiary in Milan DOW CORN! G SpA ,. The president of the new company is
Mr A.W. Rhodes of Brussels, the director. s Mr T. Nehil of Milan and it will have a starting
capital of Lire 10 million which will short! be raised to Lire 60 million. It is owned 90-10
by DOW CORNING INTERNATIONAL LTD, Nassau, Bahamas and DOW CORNING AG, Zurich.
The American company, which re ently formed a branch in Brussels run by Mr Thomas
L. Colman, formed a similar subsidiary in Amsterdam a few months ago: DOW CORNING NV.
It has been represented in London since Oc ober 1965 by DOW CORNING LTD and it has a minority shareholding in France in BARA-BUR Al:J D'ANALYSE & DE RECHERCHES APPLIQUEES
SA, Issy-les-Moulineaux (see No 359) wher it is associated with PRODUITS CHIMIQUES
PECHINEY-SAINT-GOBAIN SA, Neuilly, Se. e in SISS-STE INDUSTRIELLES DES SILICONES
SA, Paris. This latter company is repres nted in Italy by SOGESIL-SOC GENERALE SILI
CON! & DERIVATI SpA, Milan (president . Francois Hennequin) which also represent Dow
Corning Ag, Zurich.
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LE CARBONE LORRAINE SA, Paris (see No 347) a 25% subsidiary of the
electro-chemical and metal group UGINE S (see No 353), has formed a Lo:r;i.don company,
LE CARBONE CONTRACTS LTD (capital £1 000 - directors Messrs N.A.O. Slater and E.U.
Dieppe) which will make electrical contacts. carbon brushes and batteries.
The French group already had a ondon sales company LE CARBONE (GREAT BRI
TAIN) L1D. It has numerous other direct r indirect subsidiaries abroad (mainly through
CIPEL). The most important (see No 255) re LE CARBONE AG, Frankfurt and DEUTSCHE
KOHLENBURSTEN -EN ELEMENTE FABRI K CARBONE AG, I<arlbach; IL CARBONIO SpA,
Milan; LE CARBONE BELGE SA, Brussels; LE CARBONE LORRAINE (NEDERLAND) NV,
Rotterdam, CARBONE LORRAINE ELEKTR TECHNISCHE ·:ARTIKELM GmbH, Vienna, LE
C�RBONE AG, Berne; SOC. DE FABRICAT ON DE.CARBONES ELECTRICOS - SOFACEL,
Barcelona etc.....•..
I COSMETICS J

**

The New York chemicals nd pharmaceuticals group CHAS PFIZER & CO
(see No 329) has formed ROMNEY COSME CS SpA, Milan (capital Lire 190 million, president
Mr J.H. Green of Brussels) to manufacture nd sell toiletries, hygienic products, perfumery
and cosmetics. The new company is direc ly controlled by the holding company PFIZER CORP,
Colon,Panama .
The American group has a manuf cturing subsidiary in Latina PFIZER ITALIANA SpA.
(capital Lire 3,000 million, pirector Sig F. . Guerra and president Mr J.H. Green). In
Italy the group also controls COTY ITALIA A SpA, Milan (see No 220) through COTY INTERN-.
ATIONAL CORP, New York. It shares co trol of LIRC,.LABORATORI ITALIANI DI RICERC.A.
CHIMICA SpA, Milan with LEDOGA SpA an SNIA VISCOSA SpA.

I

ELECTRICAL ENfINEERING

**

·1

WESTINGHOUSE ELECT IC CORP, New York (see No 353) has taken a majority shareholding in STE DES ASCENSEU S ARTIS SA, Paris (capital Ff 7,087,000) through
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC INTERNATIO AL CO, New York. The Paris company employs
1000 workers in its Nice factory and has a etwork of 36 regional agencies to sell its range
of elevators, hoists, car-ramps, invalid 1i ts etc). It is linked on the manufacturing side
with STE DE CONSTRUCTIONS METALLIQ ES DE SUD-EST SA, Nice ,which supplies it with
landing&-doors and elevator cabins .
In France the American group al o controls its own distributor of electrical raw
materials SMI-STEDE'.MODERNISATION DUSTRIELLE SA, Paris (formerly WESTINGHOUSE
ELECTRIC EUROPE.-PARIS SA) and has a 48% holding (43% direct and 5% indirect through
SMI) in STE DE DEVELOPPEMENT WEST GHOUS;E SCHNEIDER SA, Paris which was formed
in M�y 1964 (capital Ff 1 million). This 1 ter company also has two French shareholders:
LE MATERIEL ELECTRIQUE SA with 42% and FACEJ-JEUMONT with 10% (see No 258). The
group's Belgian subsidiary WESTINGHOUS ELECTRIC CORP SA, Awans-lez-Liege (formerly
ATELIERS JASPAR-WESTINGHOUSE SA) h s had a branch in Paris since 1965 (see No 326) to
represent it for sales of hoists and elevate s .
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STRAND ELECTRIC HOLD! GS LTD, London have entered the German mar. ket by forming a sales subsidiary STRAND LECTRIC BUEHNENBELEUCHTUNG GmbH,
Giessen. The new company (capital OM 10 ,000) will sell electrical equipment for theatres
and will be run by Herr G. Ohlmer, Braun(:> hweig and Messrs J. Hunter and J.D. Sheridan,
both of London. The latter is chairman of he parent company, which already has two sub sidiaries outside Britain, STRAND ELECTR C (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD, and STRAND ELEC
TRIC LTD, Canada. ,

I

ELECTRONICS

f*

I

BSR LTD, Old Hill, Staffor shire (record players and recording machines),
which already has Common Market subsidi ries in France an<;l West Germany (see No 255b,
has decided to make Milan the operatioris c ntre for its manufacturing and marketing activ
ities in Italy. These will be the responsib lity of BSR (ITALIA) SpA, which has just been
formed with an initial capital of Lire 3 mil · ons, which the board (president Mr M. Cher, a
minority associate at New Preston, Connec icut) is empowered to raise by increments to Lire
500 millions.
In 1964, by way of avoiding the s rictures of the Common External Tariff, BSR de
cided to build a OM 10 million factory in H nover: in West Germany it controls BSR (GERMANY)
GmbH, Hamburg (formed in 1962; see No 1 6), which fin.ances BSR (GERMANY) GmbH & CO KG,
Laatzen, Hanover. Its interests in Paris re in the hands of BSR (FRANCE) SA, which was
formed in 1964 (see No 216).

I

ENG!NEERING & METAL

**

I

The Belgian group TREFI ERIES LEON BEKAERT Sprl, Zwevegem (se� No
267), has raised from 80% to 99.8% the co trolling interest it has held, since its formation in
1963 (see No 227), in the marketing comp y BEDAERT - FRANCE Sarl, Paris (capital Ff
500,000). The balance is held by the sub id�ary ETECO-EUROPEAN OVERSEA TRADING CO,
Zwevegem, which has accordingly had its share reduced from 20% to O .2%.

**

·</

The New York engineerin group STONE & WEBSTER INC (see No 276) has
formed a Dusseldorf subsidiary, STONE WEBSTER SERVICE (DEUTSCHLAND) GmbH
(capital OM 20,000) whose managers are essrs. L. Storrs Jr. of New York, and F. W.
Sullivan of Dusseldorf. The American c mpany already has a number of Common Market
interests: in Paris, STONE & W'EBSTER NGINEERING SA (through STONE & WEBSTER
ENGINEERING CORP, Boston, Massachu setts and STONE & WEBSTER INTERNATIONAL INC),
and in Amsterdam STONE & WEBSTER S RVICE (HOLLAND) NV (through STONE & WEBSTER
SERVICE CORP and CONVERSIONS &SUR EYS INC, New York.

**

TRAFILERIE & LAMINA ORI DI METALLI SpA, Milan (non-ferrous metals
foundry - see No 329) has acquired from ECf:lINEY -CIE DE PRODUITS CHIMIQUES & ELEC
TROMETALLURGIQUES SA (see No 351) the ItaVan sales i;ights for light beryllium alloys.
The Italian company (capital L · re 5000'-million - president Sig A . Cappelli), includes
FIAT SpA, Turin and TREFIMETAUX SA, Paris amongst its shantholders, (see AMERICAN
CAN Co - No 353).
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The agreements.recently .si ed·(see No 351) between STRUTHERS SCIENTI, FIC & INTERNATIONAL CORP, New York (STRUTHERS WELLS CORP, Titusville, Penn
sylvania - see No 268) and a Belgian .group comprising COCKERILL OUGREE SA, Seraing,
TRACTION & ELECTRICITE SA,. Brussel , SOB ELCO SA, St. Gilles, Brussels and SYBE
TRA SA, Brussels have led to the formati n of a jointly-owned New York subsidiary,
UNIVERSAL WATER CORP INC. The Bel ian group is linked to the STE GENERALE DE
BELGIQUE.
The latter, which will promote e sale of sea-water desalination installations,
has received the American.group's rights· nd ·know-how for the LTV distillation process,
developed by W. L. Badger;from the Belgi group;" apart from the capital necessary forr
the first prospection phase, it has also re eived the advantages of its international con
tacts, on the understandingthat the four ember companies will be general contractors,
supplying equipment and engineering requ rements. Universal Water will offer to users,
apart from the two distillation processes, LTV and MSF, all other methods, such as the
use of membranes or freezing, discovere by itse�f or acquired from elsewhere.
I

**

SALZGITTER FRANCE S , Paris - the former metal and laminated goods
traders MERCURE-VULCAIN SA (capital Ff 150,000 - see No 147) has formed a sales
subsidiary MERCURE VULCAIN Sarl, Pa is (capital Ff 10,000) which will be run by the
parent company's own president M. G. s·mon.
Salzgitter was formed in 1937 u der the name of STE D'OUTILLAGE DU CREUSOT
Sarl and is mainly controlled by WALZW RK NEVIGES GmbH, Neviges, Rhineland (a for- ·
mer subsidiary of the German group SC LIKER - see No 232 - whose capital, recently
raised to DM 6 million, is owned by TH SAURUS CONTINENTALEEFEKTEN GES, Zurich)
and OTTO R. KRAUSE AG, Basle (see N 214) a subsidiary of OTTO R. KRAUSE EISEN
GR.AUSSHAUS GmbH, OOsseldorf (a for er subsidiary of the Schlieker group bought by
HUETTENWERK SALZGITTER AG of th state-own·ed SALZGITTER AG group - see No 324).
The French company shares control of t e sales company OTTO R. KRAUSE Srl, Milan
which was formed in September 1961 wit Otto R. Krause, Dtisseldorf and its Swiss
subsidiary.

**

ETS QUILLERY SA, Pari (civil engineering) has raised its capital from
Ff 4,810,000 to Ff 7,850,000 and chang d its name to ETS QUILLERY-GOUMY SA. This
follows its takeover of GOUMY & CIE S , Aubervilliers, Seine-St-Denis, (metal furniture
etc - capital Ff 3. 2 millions), which wa a subsidiary of CIE INDUSTRIELLE DE MATERIEL
DE TRANSPORT (CIMT-LORRAINE) SA Neuilly (capital Ff 16. 7 millions; see No 193).
Goumy h:eld shares in LUCIEN LANAVE RE SA, Bordeaux (capital Ff 550,000), which specia
lises in polyester laminates for shipbui ing and industry, and has a pa.troll of about 200.
Ets Quillery µas no connectio with STE QUILLERY SA, La Garenne-Colombes,
Hauts-de-Seine (capital Ff 10, 1 million ), which processes plastics for the motor industry
(steering wheels, dashboards, handles, trim etc).

**

POWELL DUFFRYN LT , London (building, ventilation etc - see No 352)
through its Cardiff holding company PO ELL DUFFRYN ENGI�EERING CO LTD has taken
over the Dutch engineering company G ESINK NV, Weesp (capital Fl 2,200,000 - pantech-:
nicons and fire appliances).
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After long preparations (se No. 14?) an amalgamation is taking place within
the leading private steel company in Italy,A· CIAIERIE & FERRIERE LOMBARDE FALCK SpA�
Milan (see No 327), which is merging with o e of its subsidiaries SOC NAZIONALE DI ELEC-'
TROMETA:J.:;LURGICA. - SONDEL, SpA Rom . This company has been liJ:tl<ed for four years
to the French group UGINE, by an agreemen giving it the right to produce,· ferro-chrome
under the Ugine-Perrin patents (carbon conte t less than O.03%) in its factory at Novato-Mez
zola, Lombardy.
Falck (capital Lire 22,000 million controls NAZIONALE FERRO METALLI CARBONI
RIATICA FERRAMENTA & METALL� SpA,
SpA, Bergamo (c�_pital Lire 2,100 million),
Venice (capital Lire 1,200 million) and hold a 40.3% interest in.A'.cCIAIERrn DI BOLANZO
SpA, Bolanzo; a 20% interest in STEI-STA ERMOELETTRICA ITALIANA, Tavazzano (to
gether with MONTECATINI EDISON SpA, A IP SpA and AEM, Milan), a 7% interest in SID
MAR -SIDERUGIE MARITIME, Gand, Fran e (see No 278), a 50% interest in ACCIAIERIA &
TUBIFICIO DI BRESCIA SpA, Brescia, and i has almost total control of CANTIERI METAL
LURGICA ITALIANA SpA, Naples, etc....

**

Two
leading German crop rotection equipment firms, have amalgamated..
1
They are GERBRUEQER HOLDER MASCHIN NFABRIK KG, Metzingen, Wl\e-rttemburg (520
staff) and CARL PLATZ GMBH, Frankentha , Pfalz (400 staff). The Holder family, which
owns the company of the same name, has ta en control of Carl Platz (capital Dm 1,512 mil
lion), which was managed by Herr K. Blum nstock. Holders thus strengthen their position :i,n
the agricultural machinery sector, where t ey already control HOLDER GmbH de Grunbach b.
Stuttgart (capital Dm 6 milliun) and its subs'diary LANDMASCHINEN FINANZIERUNG AG:.
FIGELAG, Frankfurt.

**

The Belgian machine tool irm L.V.D. Co Sprl ,. Gullegem, (hydraulic - press,
bending �nd folding machines, and guillotin s) has formed a West German sales subsidiary,
DEUTSCHE L .V .D. GmbH, Krefeld (capita Dm 100,000) whose managers are MM .J. Lefe
bvre, (Mouscron), M. Vanneste, (Bruges), R. Dewulf (Ingelmunster, Belguim) and Herr M.
Radeka, Krefeld. The Belgian firm recen y signed a manufacturing link with THE McKAY
r MACHINE CO, Youngstown, Ohio (see No 335).

**

USINOR -UNION SIDERU !QUE DE NORD DE LA FRANCE, Paris (see No
353), whose expansion was recently booste by two important policy decisions - the absorp
tion of LORRAINE-ESCAUT SA, Paris (see No 345) and the taking back of the "Iron and Stef;!l"
division of FOR GES DE,:STRASBOURG SA, Paris (see No 346.), is continuing its expansion by
taking over FORGES & ACIERIE$:DE NOR & LORRAINE SA, Paris, (see No 3�5). The
latter is controlled by the DENAIN-NORD- ST SA, which is changing to DENAIN NORD-EST
LONGWY with the absorption of STE DES CIERIES DE LQNGWY SA, Paris. (an investment
company).
,; .
Usinor, whose capital will thus crease from Ff 540.2 millions· to Ff 554.2 millions,
will gain a 71% interest in STE DES HAUT FOURNEAUX REUNIES DE SAULNES & UCKANGE
S.f\.,where the remaining 30% is held by F RGES DE SAULNES & GORCY; Paris (see No 339)
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The INTERNATIONAL NICKE CO OF CANADA LTD, c·opper,'Cliff, Ontario
(see No 336) intends/o build a nickel and non - errous metal refinery in the Common Market to
refine ore from the'.group's new Guatemalan ine, to be opened by the end of 1966.
The Canadian company recently ma e several moves in Europe. These include;
1) the merger in Milan of CENTRO DI INFO MAZION! DEL NICKEL SpA with INTERNATION.A,L
NICKEL (ITALIA) SpA, which has thus increa ed its capital to Lire 50 million; 2) The capital
of its Paris subsidiary; STE INTERNATIONA NICKEL ;FRANCE SA has been increased frorn
Ff 20,000 to Ff 1,500,000); 3) It has formed NICKEL ALLOYS INTERNATIONAL SA, Brussel�
and INTERNATIONAL NICKEL (NORDISKA) /B, Stockholm.

**

An amalgamation is taking pl ce within the Italian group RNA FINANZ!ARIA,
Milan, which is headed by the Ucelli di Nemi faJJ?-ilY (see No 334): COSTRUZIONI MECCANICHE
RNA SpA, Milan (capital Lire 1,440 million) is taking over STA ALESSANDRO CALZONI SpA,
Bologna and Milan (capital Lire 1,000 millio - see No 347).
Calzoni (metal working and mech ical1 engineering) recently made over some of its
Bologna plant (Foundry Department) to GLIS TI-CASTER SpA, FONDERIE & OFFICINE
MECCANICHE SpA, Milan (precision casting and moulds for the mechanical engineering in dustry) whic.h was created in the merger be een the pump, rnachine -tool and lathe equipment
manufacturers CASTER SpA (Milan subsidia of Riva Finanziaria) and GUIDO GLISENTI SpA,
Cascina-B;rescia (linked with WILTON TOOL MANUFACTURING Co, Schille Park, Illinois in
WILTO� .CJ LISENTI SpA,Milan since 1962 - see No 193). The Milan group also controls the
Pavia foundry, MONCALVI run by Sig. P. L vi.

**

· . . ELEKTRIZITAETS AG VOR W. LAHMEYER & CO, Frankfurt (capital DM
30 millions) has formed an engineering subs diary, LAHMEYER INTERNATIONAL GmbH,
Frankfurt, (capital DM 1.2 million: manag s Messrs H. Blind, C. Lljffler and H. Sachs).. ·
The founding company is more than 50% co rolled by RWE-RHEINISCH-WESTFAELISCHES
ELEKTRIZITAETS WERK AG, Essen (see o 265), while it is linked (24.8%) to ELEKTROWATT
ELEKTRISCHE & INDUSTRIELLE UNTERN HMUNGEN AG, Zurich (see No 256).
Lahmeyer holds shares in severa West German electrical firms: 45.37% in LECH
ELEKTRIZITAETSWERKE AG, Augsburg; 4.22% in MAIN KRAFTWERKE AG, Frankfurt,
34.61% in KRAFTWERK ALTWUERTTEMB RG AG, Ludwigsburg; 25% in STARKSTROM '"
ANLAGEN GEMEINSCHAFT GmbH, Fr:ankf rt; 46.35% in AG FUR ENERGIEWIRTSCHAFT,
Mannheim; 28 .33% in DEUTSCHE PROJE� UNION GmbH, Bonn, etc.
**

R. STAHL MASCHINENFA RIK KG, Stuttgart-Wangen, West Germany which
makes lifts, hoists, escalators, cranes, m bile, ladders and transport equipment (see No 296)
has formed an Italian sales subsidiary in G noa, STAHL ITALIANA Sas with Herr W. Stahl
one of the parent company's owners, as ma ager and shareholder (Stahl's contributi<:>n is Lire
10 million or 85%). The new company will have a branch at Milan run by Sig. S. Mori (Sig.
R. Mori of Genoa is 10% minority sharehol er).
The parent company has controll d a similar company, ADOLF ZAIZER MASGHIN
ENFABRIK GmbH, Stuttgart-Zuffenhausen, for the past year. It has a Greek subsidiary,
shared with P. CH. DAMASKOS, Athens an a Swiss subsidiary in Basle, R. STAHL TRADING
GmbH (see No 2 92).
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INDUSTRIELE MIJ BERK-B CCON NV, Kampen, Netherlands (capital Fl 7.5
million - see No 293) has formed a marke ·ng company in West Germany for hardware and
household requisites in aluminium, stainl ss steel and plastic. The new firm (capital DM
200,000), DELTA HAUSHALTWAREN Gm H, is located at Emmerich, and has as its
director Herr J. R. Beukhof of Kampen. B rk-Beccon itself was formed by the amalgamation
of NV KON KAMPER METAALWARENF RIEK v/h H. BERK & ZOON, Kampen, with NV
BECCON, Doetinchen.

E�
**

The long discussed link-up (see No 341) between the Belgian group EMPAIN
(represented mainly by BANQUE PARISIE NE POUR'L'INDUSTRIE SA and its holding com
pany ELECTRORAIL SA, Brussels - see o 353), with SCHNEIDER & CIE Sea (and its bank
UNION EUROPEENNE INDUSTRIELLE & FINANCIERE) and BANQUE DE L 'INDOCHINE SA
(see INSURANCE) has just been conclude . All the participants will thus be able to adapt
their financial and manufacturing capabil ties to the new dimensions of European business.
Although there will be no actual merger, each partner will have shares in the others and
capital will be increased, thus.creating c oss-shareholdings.
Apart from the continued 25% i terest·which Empain will retain in Schneider (which
is being transformed into a Societe Anon
e under the presidency of M. R. Gaspard), both
Empain and Schneider will have a 7% int rest in Banque de l'Indochine (see No 3�2). The
latter, on a reciprocal basis, will be th second �hareholder with a 7% interest in both Schnei
der �nd Electrorail, and with a 10% inte est will be the second shareholder (after Schneider's
33%) in Union Europeenne.

**

UNAFINA-UNION AUXIL IRE DE FINANCEMENT SA, Par}s (capital Ff 3,500,
000) has been formed as the result of a 5-55 agreement between the New York group MAR
INE MIDLAND CORP (through MARINE IDLAND INTERNATIONAL CORP, New York) and
UNION EUROPEENNE INDUSTRIELLE
FINANCIERE SA, Paris (see above). The new com
pany, whose president is M. G. de Chas ey, will coordinate its founders' interests on the
international scene, and it will benefit f om the assets of the Frenchcompany, especially
those in CIE BANCAIRE SA (see No 344 , LOCA-FRANCE SA (see No 347), SOVAC-CREDIT
MOBILIER & INDUSTRIEL SA (see No 3 2) and SEFFICO-STE FRANCAISE DE FINANCE
MENT DE LA COPROPRIETE SA (see o 342).
The American ·group, whose ain banking interests are in New York State, acquired
another New York bank, GRACE, INTE NATIONAL BANK, last year through MARINE MID
LAND TRUST CO. Until then Grace In ernational had been'controlled by W.R. GRACE & C0 1
New York (see No 344).

**

The CIE AFRICAINE D BANQUE SA, Casablanca, now called STE FINANCI
ERE & DE PARTICIPATIONS SA, has ade over its banking department to CREDIT LYONN
AIS-MAROC SA, Casablanca, which h s thus increased its capital from q· to 8 I?illion dirham
(approximately $30 million to $40 mill'on). The latter, which has now become CREDIT DU
MAROC SA was formed in 1963, has b anches in Rabat, Meknes, Fez, Oujida, Mohammedia,
Kenitra, Safi, Marrakesh, Berkane an Berrechid. It is a 48. 75 subsidiary of CREDIT LYON
NAIS, Paris (see No 327) which is ass ociated with BANQUE MAROCAINE DU COMMERCE
EXTERIEUR, Rabat.
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When EED-EUROPEAN E TERPRISES DEVELOPMENT SA (see No 348) .
recently raised its capital to Lux f 243,750,000 (out of the increase to Lux f 400 million that
was authorised in February 1966), twenty-£ ur banks and financial and industrial groups,
including the MIDLAND BANK LID, London, joined its shareholders.
EED is a holding and administrat· n company which also deals with investments and
business studies. The most important bac ers of it in this issue of capital are: THE COM
PANY FOR INVESTING ABROAD, Philadelp ia, Pennsylvania; BANCO FONSECAS, SANTOS
E VIANNA SA, Lisboil; SHAWMUT INTER ATIONAL CORP and AMERICAN RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT CORP, both of Boston, Ma sachusetts; KREDIETBANK SA, Luxembourg;
CANADIAN ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT ORP, Montreal; ANDRESENS BANK FOLKE-RE
ALBANKEN A/S,. Oslo; COMMERZBANK G, Dlisseldorf, and AMSTERDAM ROTTERDAM
BANK NV, Amsterdam.
..-

**

OMNIUM FRANCAIS DE PETROLES SA, Paris has increased its 20% in
terest in BRITISH & CONTINENTAL BAN NG CO LID, London (capital £350,000) where it
is linked with L'WION DES MINES - LA ENINSA, Paris (see No 326). Omnium Francais
is a subsidiary of CFP- CIE FRANCAISE ES PETROLES.
In 1964, in order to consolidate nd diversify its interests, Omnium Francais solo.
part of its interest in OMNIUM DE PETRO ES SA, Geneva (capital - Sf 18 million) to CIE DE
SAINT - GOBAIN (5%) and to L'UNION DE MINES - LA HENIN {20%), in exchange for an in
terest in the London bank and a 13% interest in REMBOURS & INDUSTRIEBANK NV, Amster�
dam, (capital Fl 2 million - see No 344).
I FOOD & DRINK

**

Two Belgian sugar cone rns, RAFFINERIE TIRLEMONTOISE SA, Brussels
(see No 353), and RAFFINERIE & SUCRE IE DU GRAND PONT SA, Hoegaarde (see No 326)
have made an agreement to rationalise th ir investments: there is no question as yet of a ·
takeover.
· The two companies are already linked by common interests: in particular, both
hold shares in STE BELGE DE GRAINE E BETTERAVE SUCRIERE SA (see No 195), which
Raffinerie Tirlemontoise actually contro s at 37.1%, and in SEMENCES FRANCO-BELGES
SA, Paris.

**

,

ETS L'HERITIER-G
T SA, Dijon {factories at Gilly-les-Bougeot and
Chambolle Musigny) has formed a sales· ubsidiary at Baden Baden, DEUTSCHE L 'HERITIER
GUYOT HANDELS GmbH. T4e new fir (capital Dm 20,000) is to be managed by M .J.C.
Laroche, director general of the parent company, and by a Baden Baden lawyer, Herr P .
Karvelis.
Guyot (capital Ff I..9million) p oduces and trades in Burgundy wines, Cassis liq
ueurs and "Junova" brand fruit juices a concentrates. Its main agents for the American
CORP, CHRISTIANI & CO and ANDRE PROST INC.
market are the New York firms KOBRA
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BUITELAAR NV, the Hague which is engaged in the meat and livestock trade 1
o
has f rmed a subsidiary in West Germany, UITELAAR GmbH, Emmerich, (capital DM
50,000), which is to be managed by MM A. uitelaar (Vlaardingen) and J. van der Vo�rt
(Hondele.rsdijk).

**

GERDABEL SA (capital Ff 00,000) has just been formed in Paris as the joint
research and development subsidiary of thr e of France 's largest cheese and milk products
concerns: DANONE SA, Levallois Pettet, auts-de-Seine (see No 224); FROMAGERIES BEL
LA VACHE QUI RIT SA, ·Paris (see No 342) and FROMAGERIES CHARLES GERVAIS SA,,
Paris (see No 252). Its first task will be t build a factory in the province of Navarre: a
subsidiary is being formed in Spain to tun t is._
Danone and Gervais already have our 50-50 joint subsidiaries in France: MIDI
FRAIS SA (formed in February 1963 in Mar eilles: capital Ff 8 millions);.. L 'ARMORICAINE
DES PRODUITS FRAIS Sarl, Rennes (capita Ff l million); NORD FRAIS Sarl (formed at
Seclin, Nord, in September 1964: capital f 50,000), and STE DES FERMIERS REUNIS DES
FLANDES SA, Steenwoorde, Nord, which i the largest French producer of Dutch-style
r
cheeses, and the second largest maker of y gurt ("Steenwoorde" brand). In Belgium they
each hold a third of the shares of STE DAN NE EXTENSION BELGE SA, Rotselaar, the other ·
shareholder being CIE DES PRODUITS LA SOONS SA, Rotselaar (a member of the Chicago
group BEATRICE FOODS CO: see No 238). Bel i s a member of the FIEVET group, and
recently formed a company in Paris, SOFI 0-STE FINANCIERE & COMMERCIALE Sarl
(capital Ff 9,090,000; see No 342): this i the first link-up it has embarked upon with the
other two firms .

**

HSM-HOLLANDSCHE ME KSUI1<ERFABRIEK NV, Uitgeest, Netherlands
(specialists in chemical products derived f om milk) is expanding its only manufacturing sub
sidiary (92%) within the Common Market.· This is the French firm SA POUR LA FABRICATION
DU SUCRE DE LAIT, Sains-du-Nord, Nor (president M. Kranen) which has increased its
capital to Ff 600,000 as well as obtaining Ff 1,200,000 loan from BANQUE JORDAAN SA,
Paris . The French firm, which produces galactoses, lactoses and lactalbumins, has its sal�s
office in Paris .
The Dutch group has a la.rge nu ber of foreign agents and distrilimtors for its
"HSM" products: COMPTOIR COUVREUR & VIDA SA, Brus1sels, HENRY REYNAUD LTDA,
Lisbon, KUBRO & Co, Oslo, W .F. JAEGG , Basie and MUTCHLER CHEMICAL CO INC, New
York.

.1

INSURANCE r

**

Further to the link-up be
UNION EUROPEENNE 'INDUSTRIELLE &
holding company of the Belgian EMPAIN
cerned are to form reciprocal links with
main private insurance groups (see No 34
terest in Banque de l'Indochine by La Pate
to around Ff 239..3 million) will become t
nelle, and will also have an interest (20%
RISQUE DNERS SA (see No 333).
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jorL, GAS & PETROCHEMICALS I

**

UIP-UNION INDUSTRIEL E DES PETROLES SA, Paris (see No 351) has
taken a 90% interest in the newly-formed U ON CORSE DES PETROLES SA, Paris (capital
Ff 2 million) which will market hydrocarbo s in Corsica. Other shareholders in the new
company are ALGERONAPHTE SA, Marsell e (capital Ff 3 .2 million - a 7.5% interest) and
its subsidiary STE MEDITERRANEENNE 3 "E' COMBUSTIBLES SA, Paris has a 2.5 interest.
The UIP is 60/40 subsidiary of the public co pany UGP-UNION GENERALE DES PETROLES
SA, Paris and CALTEX SAF, Paris .

**

A comp�ny being formed. Switzerland, RAFFINERIE ROMANDE SA, will
. take over the assets of RAFFINERIE pu R ONE SA, Collombey-Muraz, Valais, which until
now ran the refinery at Collombey (2 millio tons a year),and which has just gone into liquid
ation. 59.97% of Raffinerie du Rhone's (Sf 100 million) capital was held by SFIS-STE FIN
ANCIERE ITALO-SUISSE SA, Geneva (see o 326).
STANDARD OIL CO OF NEW JER EY, New York (see No 353) will have a 60% in
terest in the new company. The remainin 40% will be shared equally by THE BRITISH PET
ROLEUM CO LTD, London (see No 341) an AGIP SprA., Milan (see No 339), a 79.87% sub
sidiary of ENIENTE NAZIONALE IDROCAR URI SpA, Rome.

**

Mr A. Rozin, New York d Brussels, has made over his Brussels optical
business, ETS A. RO ZIN SA (gross assets f 12,180,000; see No 271), to a new firm which
has been formed there under the same nam
Some of the Brussels company's assets, in
particular the agency for Belgium and Luxe bourg for the German optical firm MARWITZ &
HAUGER oHG, Stuttgart, were made over ome time ago to LUNETTES MARWITZ SA, Brus
sels, of. which Mr Rozin a�in is president.
.

**

I

PETROLES (see No 353) is making new investments in Italy in order to discharge the li ilities of its main subsidiaries there...
(1) ICIP-INDUSTRIE CHIMICHE ITALIANA DEL PETROLIO SpA, Milan (refinery at Mantua)
will halve its capital and then raise it again to its present le,vel of Lire 7,000 millions. (Du;ring
the first half of 196\J CFP gained full contro of ICIP when it bought up the minority share;
holding of OMNIUM FRANCAIS DES PETRO ES).
(2) TOTAL, STA PER AZIONI SpA, Milan (see No 252),· which showed a loss of Lire 2,600
million in 1964, will reduce its capital to 2 500 million and then raise it to Lire 15,000 mil
lions.
· In addition, TOTAL, Milan is to ake over a concern running hotels in the Mezzogiorno, REDIS-RETE DISTRIBUZIONE SUD SpA, Palermo (capital Lire 200 millions; pres
ident Sig A. Cova). The CFP .group, ,...own·ng:_:..o refineries in Trieste and Mantua, has a 20%
shareholding in a refinery at Pantano di Gr no, Rome, which is run by RAFFINERIA DI ROMA
SpA (see· No 252) - a subsidiary of the Brus els group PETROFINA SA, while 23.32% of its
shares are held by AQUILA SpA, Trieste ( apital Lire 5,000 millions). CFP also holds 49.
9% in the distribution concerns DISTRIBUZ NE LOMBARDA CARBURANTI SpA-DILCA, Mon za, Milan, and FULGOR SpA, Milan, whos capital stands at Lire 900 millions and Lire 250
millions respectively. It also controls th liquid gas company FLAMINA SpA, Milan (capital
Lire 1,000 mil.lion), which was taken over y Total SpA in 1962 (see No 204).
",
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JPAPER & PACKAGING I

**

CROWN CORK & SEAL CO NC, Philadelphia, USA, has increased its Common Market interests by forming a Frankfu t subsidiary - CROWN CORK & SEAL CO GmbH,
whose initial capital of DM 1 million has im ediately been inreased to DM 18.5 million. Like
its parent company,it will manufacture and ell equipment machinery and moulds for bottling
and sealing.
The American group, which has 1 ,000 on its pay roll, had a 1965 turnover of $256
million. Since March 196'1 it has had a Fr kfurt sales subsidiary ,. DEUTSCHE CROWN
CORK GmbH (capital DM 500,000). It has umerous other European interests: in France
STE DU BOUCHON COURONNE CROWN CO K SA, Viry,..Chatillon, Essonne; in Italy , CROWN
CORK CO {ITALY) CIA TAPP! CORONA Sp , Milan (a 75% interest), INIZIATIVE INDUSTRIAL!
INTERNAZIONALI SpA (a 90% interest) and has recently taken a majority share in FAIB:;:FABRICA
ACCESSO;RI IMBOTTIGLIAMENTO BEVAN E SpA, Latina; in Belgiu:m,CROWN CORK CO
(BELGIUM) SA, Merksen:-Antwerp (a 50.8% interes) w)lich itself controls INTERNATIONAL
MANUFACTURING & FINANCE CO SA, Br ssels (formerly SOUS-BOCK SA); in the Nether
lands, CROWN CORK CO (HOLLAND) NV, msterdam; in the United Kingdom it has 72. 3%
interest in THE CROWN CORK CO LTD, L ndon (see No 346) . The group hopes to extend
its interests to Portugal in the near future, by taking over a local company .

**·

VISCORA ITALIANA SpA ( apital Lire 20 million - president M. Bernard Thery
of Paris), has been formed to sell and pro ss the food-packing products of NOVACEL - NOUV.,
ELLES APPLICATIONS CHIMIQUES & CE LULOSIQUES SA, Paris (see No 308) which has a
direct 5% holding in it. The new company is controlled by STE VISCORA SA,· Paris (see No
284), a joint subsidiary of Novacel and UN ON CARBIDE CORP, New York (see No 245) which
makes cellulose casings at its factory in B auvais, Oise (see No 207) .
Novacel (capital Ff 12,660,000 s· ce it took ove:r the holding company SOPATEX SA,
Paris) is a member of the GILLET group, ainly through PRICEL SA {which controlled Sopatex)
and SOPRINA SA. It is represented.in Mi an by SOPACI-STE PARTICIPAZIONi CHIMICHE SpA
(see No 220), president M. Robert Degain Sopaci is a subsidiary of PROGIL SA in which
Pricel and Soprina are direct shareholder

I

PHARMACEUTICALS

**

I

The American pharmace ical group A.H. ROBINS CO, Richmond, Virginia has
gained control of LABORATOIRES MARTI ET SA, Paris. Martinet (president M. Diez) special
ises in ophthalmic products at its St Man e factory ! and in 1962 it merged with LABORATOIRES
PILLET Sarl, Paris.
The American group, which is n by Messrs C. Robins and W.L. Zimmer, intends
to widen the manufacturing capacity of th new subsidiary by building a factory at Dreux to make
a new range of "Robitusson DHM" and "D nnasep" products, which have recently been launched
in over 55 countries. It already has a E ropean subsidiary - A.H. ROBINS CO LTD, Horsham,
Sussex, whose manager is Mr. C .E. Ha t.
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**

The numerous direct and indire t Belgian interests of the chemical, food and
pharmaceutical group, KON ZWANENBERG -0 GANON NV, Oss (see No 349) have been
. widened with the formation of a subsidiary AS IPHAR NV, St.Josse-ten-Noode (capital Bf
300,000) which will import and sell biological, chemical, cosmetic, dietetic and pharmaceu
tical products. Its president is Dr A. Fanard nd the managing director is Dr B.H.M. Van
Dommelen; ownership is shared by the parent ompany and six subsidiaries and associates,
ZWANENBERG'S FABRIEKEN NV and ORGAN N NV, both of Oss; WIJNBERGEN'S FABRIE
KEN NV, Mill; DESTRUCTORBEDRIJF.AMST LLAND NV, Uithoorn; NV INDUSTRIE-EN
HANDELSONDERNEMING VAN ZWIETEN,and NED. CONSERVFABRIEKNECO NV, both of
Ijmuiden.
The group's main Belgian interests e in the canned food sector;ZWANENBERG'S
LEVENSMIDDELENEBEDRIJF ZWAN NV, Sch ten, Antwerp, and in the dietetic, pesticides
and pharmaceutical sector, ORGANON BELG SA, Brussels. It also owns CALIFORNIA
SOEPEN NV, Antwerp and FINO FABRIEKEN
, Holtrust, recently bought from ZWITAL
BELGE SA, Brussels (see No 315) a subsidiar of the pharmaceutical firm ZWITAL NV,
Apeldron (see No 259).

**

BECTON DICKINSON & CO, E st Rutherford, New Jersey (see No 223) and
INSTI1UT MERIEUX SA, Lyons, which have een linked for some time,are to form a 50-50
subsidiary at St Germain sur l'Arbre, Rhone, I.F.F.A.CARWORTH SA. This is to select
and breed laboratory animals and produce fe d for them. The new firm, whose president is
M. D. de Beuplain, has been financed (with F 1.5 million capital) through the American com
pany's subsidiary BECTON DICKINSON FRA CE SA, Pont de Claix, !sere (capital Ff 1.9
millions), which makes hypodermic syringes and instruments for sampling, transfusions and
skin -grafting. Merieux' backing has been ca ried out both directly and through its subsidiary
INSTI1UT FRANCAIS DE LA FIEVRE APBT USE Sarl, Lyons (the former has Ff 15.5 millio11s
capital and the latter Ff 7.5 millions).
The American group, which makes surgical instruments and equipment for medical
diagnosis and laboratory analysis, has two o her subsidiaries in Europe: BECTON DICKINSON
CO LTD, Ireland, and BECTON DICKINSON K LTD, London (formed in June 1965 with £1,000
capital). The French group is represented · Brussels by INSTITUT MERIEU� BENELUX SA
(formed in July 1962 in association with PHA MACOMIN Sprl, Repuwelz, and PROMEDY SA,
Eterbeek - see No 160). Merieux also embr ces such firms as B.D. MERIEUX SA, Marcy
l'Etoile, Rhone, and MERIAL SA, Paris.
�LAST!CS

**

PLASTIC COATINGS LTD, G ildford, Surrey (managing director Mr J .H.
Blakely) has formed THE PLASTIC COATIN RESEARCH CO SA, Brussels, to manufacture and
market plastic coatings, and machines and roducts related to them. The new company's capital
(Bf.100,000) has been supplied by Mr J .H. Bl kely and two of the British group's companies: THE ·
PLASTIC DIPPING CO LTD and THE PLAST C COATING RESEARCH CO LTD, both of Camber
ley, Surrey.
The British group, which speciali es in plastic coatings for metal, includes DURABLE
PLASTIC LTD, NYLON COATINGS LTD, T CHNIPLAST LTD, PLASTINTER CO LTD (a Coles
hill, Warwickshire firm acquired in 1964, hose work has been transferred to Guildford and
Winsford) and PCL (PLASTICS) LTD, Farn am, Surrey formed in April 1964 with a capital of
£1,000.
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!TEXTILES I

**

CARRINGTON & DEWHURST LTD, Eccleston, Chorley, Lancashire (see
No 334) in which ICI-Uv1PERIAL CHEMICAL IN USTRIES, London (see No 352) holds 6%,
and COURTAULDS LTD (see No 346) holds 6.2 0, has strengthened its indirect interests with
in the Common Market. It has taken over TO CITURA DI PORLESSA SpA, Northern Italy,
and its British mother company. CHESLENE & CREPES LTD, Macclesfield, Cheshire, both
of whom make terylene fibres, under the trad mark "Crimplene". The rights for "Crimplene"
were ceded to ICI in 1959 by their inventors C eslene & Crepes and ERNEST CRAGG & SONS
LTD.
The Chorley group, which intends t acquire another factory for its Italian subsid
iary, has recently joined THE KLINGER MAN FACTURING CO LTD, Edmonton, London,
(a 22% ICI interest) in forming a Paris comp y, KLINGER EUROPE Sarl, in which it has
39% interest.

**

FELIX WATINE & FILS Sar , Wattrelos, Nord (see No 304) has raised to
Bf 1 million the capital of its sales subsidiary FILATURES DU SARTEL, Woluwe St Lambert,
Brussels, which is managed by MM. F. Wati e-Tiberghien and P. Watine-Motte. The French
company (capital Ff 6 millions) has regional ranches at Nantes, Paris, Rouen, Rennes etc.
and a year ago formed a sales subsidiary in Usseldorf, SARTEL GARN GmbH.

**

FILLATTICE SpA, Milan (
ELASTIQUES MODULA SA, Paris have made
threads in France. The result of this is a n
FRANCE SA (capital Fl 1.5 million) which is
which has as its president M .R. Forra.

\

l:3-stic threads) arrp CIE FRANCAISE DES FILS
an agreement to manufacture and sell elastic
w company in Lyons called FILLATTICE controlled by the Italian partner (58%), and

'TOBACCO

**

R.J. REYNOLDS TOBACC CO, Winston-Salem, North Caroline, USA,
h�s been exclusively represented for fifty y ars in the Netherlands by ALVANA N"V, the
Hague, a member of �he THEODORUS NIEM YER NV group, Groningen (see No 332). Rey
nolds has just signed a licence agreement w th Niemeyer to manufacture several brands ,
of tobacco and cigarettes, including "Camel' in the Netherlands. Amongst the Dutch group's
sharehoJtlers are GALLAHER LTD, Belfast Northern Ireland, whichhas:a 25% interest, ·
and :, also has a 25% interest in GEBR VAN SCHUPPEN'S RITEMEESTER SIGARENFABRIEKEN
NV, Veenendall (see No 323).
The American group is represent d in Britain by SINGLETON & COLE LTD, Bir
mingham. Since 1960 it has had a West
rman�manufacturing subsidiary ZIGARETTENFABRIK HAUS NEUERBURG KG, Cologne, which REYNOLDS NEUERBURG GmbH holds
shares. It has recently formed a Swiss m nufacturing subsidiary, REYNOLDS CIGARETTE
CORP AG, Zug (president Dr. P. Gml,ler - apital Sf 1,500,000) and has made a manufact
uring agreement in Austria similar to the ne made with Niemeyer.
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**

AMEREX SA, Brussels (see No 232), has given 50% financial backing to a new
Brussels firm, JAPAN PEARL IMPORT SA; whi h is to import and sell Asian pearls and gems,
The other 50% of this firm's �Bf 1 million) capit 1 has been provided by M. B. Rubinlicht, who
has been appointed its president.
Ameriex SA was formed in 1963 by a Panaman,ian concern which embraces both
American and Japanese interests, AMEREX IN ERNATIONAL CORP,. The latter is representec;l
in Tokyo by Mr A.E. Stivetz, in New York by r J. Retor, and in Milan by Mr G. Ferber.
Towards the end of 1963 this same company fo med a sister firm in Frankfurt, AMEREX
, TRADING CONTINENTAL GmbH (capital now oubled at DM 200,000), which is managed by
Herr I. Weinbaum.
!TRANSPORT I

**

Three West German transport companies have formed a joint subsidiary in
Rotterdam, HOLLAND RIJN MAIN BEVRACHT GS MIJ. NV as an agency for the German .
charter firm HOLLAND RHEIN MAIN BEVR CHTUNGS GmbH, Wurzburg. The new company
(capital Fl 18,000) is controlled at 50% by MA SCHIFFAHRTS GmbH, Wurzburg, whilst the
balance is shared between two companies belo ging to the 'VELBERT' group, Frankfurt: they
are DEMERAG-DONAU-MAIN-RHEIN-SCHIF AHRTS AG, Nuremberg (see No 187) and its 50%
subsidiary BAVARIA SCHIFFAHRTS UND SPE ITIONS AG, Bamberg, which is controlled by the
holding comp?Ily TRANSPORT VERWALTUNG UND FINANZIERUNG GmbH, Zug.

**

. AUXILIAIRE INTERNATION LE DE CHEMIN DE FER SA, Brussels (see No
329 - president M. Caspers) has taken� min rity shareholding in the Italian waggon-hiring
company L'AUSILIARE SpA, Milan which has increased its capltal to Lire 1,000 million._ This
completes the group's foreign interests whic include: STE INDUSTRIELLE D'EXPLOI'.fATION
DES MOYENS DE TRANSPORT-SIMOTRA SA Paris (capital Ff 25 million); ALLG TRANS
PORTMITTEL AG-ATA, Dtisseldorf; EISE AU;WERKEHRSMITTEL AG-EVA, Dtisseldorf
(which increased its capital to DM 30 million in 1965); CIE AUXILIAIRE DE CHEMIN DE FER
AUXIFER SA, Zurich; EISENBAHN-TRANSP RTMITTEL AG-ETRA, Zurich; and STORAGE
TRANSPORT SYSTEM LTD-STS, London.

I

TEXTILES

**

I'

GREAT UNIVERSAL STORE , London (see No 296) is expanding its sales of 1
ready-mades in the Common Market throug one of the main companies in the group, BUR;- ·
BERRYS LTD, London (gabardine waterproo fabrics and clothing) which is directly controlled
by RYLANDS & SONS LTD, Manchester. B rberrys will set up a subsidiary in Germany,
where sales have increased considerably ov r the past two years. It will be located at Dils seldorf and, under the direction of Mr Dane will take over the business of the group's former
local agents.
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Burberrys has its ow.n Paris branch d in 1965 sigrJ.ed an agreement in Spain with
COMERCIAL EBRO SA, Barcelona (Eugene Mo a group) for the manufacture of waterproof
clothing at Mataro - through a 50-50 subsidiar BURBERRYS SPAIN SAE. Great Universal
Stores has many Common Market holdings incl ding: The Dutch mail-order sales company
WEHKAMP ALGEMENE POSTORDER COMBIN TIE NV, Dedemsvaart, ,Avereest (see No 267);
various tourist companies such as GLOBA� OF LONDON (VIAGGi & TURISMO) SpA, Milan;
VOYAGES FLANDRAC SA, Paris; GLOBAL T URS (FRANCE) SA, Paris; the finance and
sales promotion company GRANDS MAGASINS NIVERSELS SA, Paris (see No 175) which wa$
formed in September 1961 and in which Burber s has a minority shareholding; etc.
lvARious I

**

A/B STIL-INDUSTRI, Vargar a, Sweden (safety-belts - capital Kr 100,000) ·
has formed a marketing subsidiary in Frankfu , SCHWEDENGURTE GmbH (capital DM 20,000)
- managers MM O.L. Lindblad, Vargarda an A.M� Barca, Zurich.

**

The firms LENNOX INDUSTR ES INC, Marshalltown and MIDLAND HEATER
CO, Columbus, Ohio has set up a sales comp ny in Frankfurt, LENNOX GmbH (capital DM
20,000). Its managers are Messrs K. Purse e, Frankfurt and R.B. Trezevant, Addington,
Surrey: the latter is managing director of L NNOX HEATING CO LTD, Croydon, Surrey,
the British subsidiary of the group, which has sister company in Rotterdam LENNOX NV (see
No 307).

**

The German food and beer g oup OETKER,., Bielefeld, which recently strength,ened its position on the Italian market by fo ing PRINZEN BRAU BARI SpA, (see No 342),
has bought a minority shareholding in the Barcel9na firm DAMM SA, whose breweries in Seville,
Granada, Barcelona and Ceuta have an annua 01.,1tput of some 13,200,000 gallons of beer.
In 1965 (see No 311) Damm SA ga· ed control of the J:?rewing company UNIBRA SA,
Brussels and made over to it a shareholding another Barcelona brewery .CISCA CIA INTERNACIONAL DE CERVEZAS SA (see No 325).
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